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Dark Side Of The Moon meets Houses Of The Holy  Joe Lawler/Juice Magazine Take all the great

elements of stoner rock, heavy metal and classic rock, place them in a blender and mix. The viscous

remains would be Angry Gods of the Radio. 13 MP3 Songs ROCK: Hard Rock, METAL/PUNK:

Alternative Metal Details: "Des Moines hard rockers Angry Gods of the Radio unleash their full sonic

spectrum on their first full-length album One Foot in the Fifth World for Mushroom Cloud Records to great

effect, thanks to their coalescence and command of the albums 13 songs. Whether theyre tackling

experimentalism on Dead Flies and King of the Mountain, delivering balls-to-the-wall rockers like The

Factory, Wilt and Ready For Blood or dabbling in the mystical, bluesier side of metal on The Story and the

title track, AGOTR is poised and adept. The quartet of singer Tim Thompson, guitarist Shane Siegle,

bassist-organist Brian Elvis Scoonover and drummer Jason Monroe are locked in when it comes to

creating hard-hitting grooves (Time Again) and metal mojo (Iron Horse) throughout One Foot in the Fifth

World. Turn it up."  Michael Swanger, Cityview Ladies and gentlemen  what you are about to hear is

considered safe. Old school collides with the future with the arrival of One Foot In The Fifth World. Des

Moines, Iowa rock outfit, Angry Gods of the Radio, now prepare to support the groundwork they have laid.

The bands first full-length release boasts an enormous range of style(s) and bounces back and forth like

a bi-polar disorder set to music. The songwriting/arrangement unearthed on One Foot is high grade and

displays a writing style that can touch your soul with one track and then knock out your teeth with the

next. Each track is an exploration  a re-invention of what was, and a major breakthrough for what will

soon come to pass. Dark, brooding, and malevolent one moment  mischievous, enigmatic, and head

breaking the next, One Foot has something to offer any music fan. One Foot investigates every genre

and breaks down the mythical walls built by popular music. One Foot is old world mastery without a hint

of imitation. Angry Gods of the Radio have constructed a beast  a beast they are more than happy to

unleash on an unsuspecting society gone mad from routine. Peel back the skin and gaze upon the future

of rock and roll, for it is here  now.
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